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1. This object can be used in seven different styles, including Makashi and Ataru. This
object’s impacts can be blocked by rare metals like Beskar. Different people like Kanan
Jarrus wielded this weapon which is powered by a Kyber crystal. (*) Ahsoka Tano usually
wielded two of these green ones, although they later turned blue and then white. Darth Maul had
a red, double edged version of this. These weapons were used in the battle between Obi-Wan
Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker on Mustafar. For 10 points, name this weapon wielded mainly by
Jedi and Sith in the Star Wars franchise.

ANSWER: lightsaber

2. This video game released in 2008 runs on the Havok game engine and includes Classic
and All-Star single player game modes. This game distinguishes itself from previous games
in its franchise by containing a single player story mode in addition. Beating the story mode
triggers this game’s theme song to play, with its Latin lyrics translated into English. To beat
that aforementioned story mode, players have to defeat Tabuu. This game added (*) Sonic
very late in its development, causing his addition to the story mode to be forced in right before
the Tabuu battle. This fighting game is the third game out of five in its franchise. This game’s
story mode is called the Subspace Emissary. For 10 points, what game in the Smash franchise
was released on the Wii?

ANSWER: Super Smash Bros. Brawl

3. This TV show is one of many featuring the voice of Dee Bradley Baker. This TV show’s
creators voiced a character each, both of whose titles alliterate with their last name. Side
characters in this show include Marty the Rabbit Boy and Carl the unpaid intern. This TV
show has two spinoff movies, featuring a multiverse and alien invasion, released in 2011
and 2020, respectively. This Disney show has had crossovers with both Marvel and Star
Wars following Disney’s acquisition of those properties. The main antagonistic force in this
show comes from the (*) ‘Inators’ that are created by Dr. Heinz Doofenshmirtz. Every episode
of this show, Perry the Platypus is dispatched to stop Dr. Doofenshmirtz’s evil plans by Major
Monogram. Other supporting characters include Isabella, Baljeet, and Buford, who aid these
titular brothers in building crazy contraptions such as the roller coaster shown in the first episode.
For 10 points, which Disney cartoon’s theme song starts off with the line “there’s 104 days of
summer vacation” and ends with Candace, the brothers’ teenage sister exclaiming “Mom,
Phineas and Ferb are making a title sequence!”?



ANSWER: Phineas and Ferb

4. This medium features a story about a time traveling ancient Roman bath architect
named Lucius. Another story in this medium features a self-proclaimed mad scientist who
invents time travel using his phone microwave. Another story in this medium shows the
petrification of humanity and the subsequent revival and rebuilding of civilization using
science. Yet another story in this medium features a high school valedictorian who runs
across a (*) notebook allowing him to kill anyone by writing their name in it. For 10 points,
name the medium of shows like Attack on Titan and Demon Slayer, the name for Japanese
animation?

ANSWER: anime (accept manga until “shows” is read; prompt on animation or cartoon for
specificity; do not prompt on television or TV show)

5. This NFL team’s first ever play was a kickoff return for a touchdown. This NFL team
once had Tom Dempsey, a kicker who was born without toes on his right foot. This NFL
team has a long standing rivalry against a team they call the “dirty birds”. This NFL team
made it to the NFC Championship game in the 2018 season, only to be eliminated by a
controversial pass interference no-call. In 2022, this team re-signed quarterback (*) Jameis
Winston after he tore his ACL the previous season. For 10 points, which NFL team won a
Superbowl in the 2009 season with future hall of famer Drew Brees at quarterback and plays
their home games in the Caesars Superdome in New Orleans?

ANSWER: New Orleans Saints



6. This video game franchise has the main character fight against various villains such as
the leader of the mafia and a religious fanatic who wants to summon God. The first games
in this franchise are renowned for having numerous glitches like experience underflow and
Missingno. Games in this franchise are based on real world geography and culture, some
examples being from France, Japan, the United Kingdom, and Hawaii. Different gimmicks
in this franchise include (*) Dynamax, Z-Moves, and Mega Evolution. In 2016, this game
inspired an augmented reality mobile spin-off, whose name Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton
used to try to bolster voting efforts. For 10 points, in what video game franchise do players use
Great Balls and Ultra Balls to try and catch different titular creatures like Bulbasaur and
Pikachu?

ANSWER: Pokemon

7. This community is growing their numbers to invade Denmark. This orientation’s pride
week falls during the last full week in October. Members of this orientation wear a black
ring on their right ring finger to show pride. Until 2013, this orientation was wrongly
considered a mental disorder by the DSM. This orientation is represented by symbols such
as dragons, cake, and garlic bread. This orientation’s pride flag has stripes of (*) black,
gray, white, and purple. A nickname for this orientation derives from a rank of playing cards,
with each suit representing different places on this spectrum.  This orientation’s name starts with
the Greek prefix meaning “not” in opposition to everybody else who are called allosexuals. For
10 points, name this orientation whose members feel little to no sexual attraction.

ANSWER: asexuality

8. Name the director. He directed a movie about a CIA agent learning to control time to
prevent a future attack. He directed a movie about a World War II evacuation, nicknamed
Operation Dynamo. His movies are usually accompanied by a score from Hans Zimmer. He
directed a movie where an astronaut travels through a wormhole to find another planet for
humanity. He directed a movie about a thief, played by Leonardo DiCaprio, who steals (*)
information by hacking into his targets’ subconscious. He directed a trilogy about the Caped
Crusader from Gotham fighting Scarecrow, Two-Face, Bane, and Joker. For 10 points, who was
this man, who directed Tenet, Dunkirk, Interstellar, Inception, and The Dark Knight Trilogy?

ANSWER: Christopher Nolan



9. An artificial intelligence on this show wrongly stated that Toronto was a U.S. city. This
show has been airing for over three decades and its name derives from a Latin noun
meaning joke. A theme song from this show became so popular that it’s estimated to have
earned over $70 million in royalties. YouTuber MatPat from Game Theory has a petition
with over 400,000 signatures to make him the host of this show. As an April Fools’ Day
prank one year, (*) Pat Sajak hosted this show. The Greatest of All Time Tournament for this
show was held between Brad Rutter, James Holzhauer, and Ken Jennings. In 2022, this show’s
College Championship was won by Jaskaran Singh. For 10 points, what quiz-bowl like game
show features three contestants and was hosted by Alex Trebek until 2021?

ANSWER: Jeopardy!

10. This institution, which is in a state with an English motto, has a three word Latin motto
containing a genitive case noun and an omitted verb. This institution was founded in 1883
and is the alma mater of many famous Americans like Stacey Abrams, Kevin Durant, and
Neil deGrasse Tyson. This school accepts the top 6% of students from every public high
school in the state. This school’s color is (*) burnt orange and its mascot is Bevo. For 10 points,
what is this university, which we all attend, located in Austin, TX?

ANSWER: University of Texas at Austin (accept UT)

11. This number is the dimension of the kernel of a linear transformation if the𝑇:  𝑅5 → 𝑅5

dimension of the image of T is four. This number is called “bat” in Basque. This number
was the book of the Aeneid where Juno convinces Aeolus, king of the winds, to disturb
Aeneas’ journey home. This number was the number of times Cato the Elder was consul in
the Roman Republic. This is the number of sharps in (*) G major and the number of flats in F
major. This is the only number to appear twice in the Fibonacci sequence. This number is neither
prime nor composite. For 10 points, what number is the multiplicative identity in a real vector
space and is equal to ten minus nine?

ANSWER: one



12. This man wrote a work on reforming Latin grammar called Dē Analogiā. Titus
Labienus was a high-ranking lieutenant under him, but later opposed him and was killed at
Munda. In a lost funeral elegy to his aunt, he asserts his family's divine descent from
Venus. Marcus Calpurnius Bibulus was co-consul with him. He was only defeated twice in
battle, at Dyrrhachium and Gergovia. He mentions foes such as Ambiorix and
Vercingetorix in his (*) Commentaries about the Gallic War. He was in the first triumvirate
alongside Pompey and Crassus. This man was the original J.C. before Jesus Christ. For 10
points, who was this visionary who was stabbed 23 times on the Ides of March?

ANSWER: C. Julius Caesar (prompt on Caesar, do not accept Octavian or Augustus)

13. This deity denied Tydeus a cure to his fatal injury in disgust after he ate Melanippus’
brains. After the daughters of Kekrops insane peeked inside a box containing Erichthonius,
this deity drove them insane and they killed themselves. In the game Hades, this goddess
can restock your Death Defiance, helps you resist traps, and gives you Deflect. This goddess
gave (*) Diomedes the ability to see other gods in the Trojan War. This deity got salty after
Arachne boasted that she was a better weaver and turned her into a spider. For 10 points, name
this Greek goddess of wisdom whom the Romans called Minerva.

ANSWER: Athena

14. This man’s health started deteriorating after he made a pact with the Ghost Rider in
order to kill AIDA, an android who turned evil after reading the Darkhold. After this man’s
death, his consciousness was uploaded into an LMD and he traveled through time with
S.H.I.E.L.D. in this artificial body. Due to this man’s popularity in the MCU, Marvel added
him into the comics. This man was brought back to life by Project T.A.H.I.T.I., an infusion
of Kree blood, after being fatally wounded before the (*) Battle of New York. This man was
made director of S.H.I.E.L.D. after the events of Captain America: The Winter Soldier by Nick
Fury. This man wanted Captain America to sign his trading cards, on which Nick Fury put blood
to incentivize the Avengers to work as a team. For 10 points, which S.H.I.E.L.D. agent, who
made previous appearances in Iron Man and Iron Man 2, was stabbed by Loki’s scepter on the
S.H.I.E.L.D. helicarrier during the events of The Avengers?

ANSWER: Phillip J. Coulson



15. This author’s shared universe features three quintets and two trilogies of books and
another trilogy for a crossover series. In one his this author’s trilogies there’s a kid named
Felix who believes that every problem can be solved with penguins. In one of this author’s
quintets, Lester Papadopoulos crash lands in a New York City dumpster with memory loss
and is almost mugged by two thugs, but is saved by a thirteen year old girl. A main
character in this author’s universe triggered the end of the world with a (*) nosebleed. In the
first book of one of this author’s trilogies, the main character dies in the Charles River before
waking up in Valhalla. In the third book of this author’s first quintet, the characters visit the
Hoover Dam and the Smithsonian. This author, in 2022, announced that Walter Scobell has been
cast as the main character in his Disney + adaptation. This author wrote characters like Reyna
Avilla Ramirez Arellano, Sadie Kane, Thalia Grace, Leo Valdez, and Nico di Angelo. For 10
points, which author wrote Percy Jackson and the Olympians?

ANSWER: Rick Riordan

16. Popular speedruns in this video game include Pants % and Hat Mouse %. In this game,
the player lives in the Ferngill Republic, a nation at war with the Gotoro Empire. A more
ancient war in this game was called the Elemental War and was fought between the
Dwarves and the Shadow People. Both humans and Shadow People worship Yoba, the
creator deity, in this game. Another species in this game are fairies, who came occasionally
to speed up crop growth. The Junimo species in this game dwell in the community center,
but can also auto-pick crops provided that a Junimo Hut has been built. The Goblin is
another species in this game, one of which guards the Witch’s Hut and can only be moved
after being bribed with (*) Void Mayonnaise. Krobus is the main Shadow Person players can
encounter in this game, with whom the player is able to enter a queer-platonic relationship. This
game, of course, also has humans, including twelve of them whom the player is able to marry,
such as Shane, Leah, and Alex. For 10 points, what indie farming simulator was developed by
ConcernedApe and was directly influenced by Harvest Moon?

ANSWER: Stardew Valley



17. This character is playable in Nickelodeon All-Star Brawl and can create platforms
offstage to camp out opponents with. This character’s first TV appearance was in a vision
in a swamp, and is seen in a swamp again 70 years later. Similar to Oma and Shu, this
character was taught to bend by (*) badgermoles. This character invented a new bending style
and created a school to teach the world. Subsequently, this character and later her daughter used
that style of bending as chief of police in Republic City. This character’s other daughter built a
city around that new bending style called Zaofu. This character taught Avatar Aang earthbending
after escaping her wealthy parents. For 10 points, who was this earthbending prodigy from
Avatar: The Last Airbender, who was blind, but could see by sensing vibrations in the ground?

ANSWER: Toph Beifong

18. Pencil and paper recommended. Wordle time. If this five letter word were the solution
and I were to guess ‘trace’, the ‘e’ would be yellow. If I were to guess ‘pound’, the ‘o’ and
the ‘n’ would both be yellow. If I were to guess ‘slimy’ the ‘y’ would be green. If I were to
guess ‘jumpy’, the ‘y’ would be green and the (*) ‘j’ would be yellow. If I were to guess
‘savoy’, the ‘o’ and the ‘y’ would be green. If I were to guess ‘enter’, the first ‘e’ and the ‘n’
would be green. For 10 points, if this five letter word were the solution and I were to guess
‘envoy’, every letter would be green except the ‘v’.

ANSWER: enjoy

19. Caïssa (“Ka-ee-sah”), a Thracian dryad, was named goddess of this thing by
Hieronymus Vida during the Renaissance. This game has many different variants including
Atomic, Fog of War, and King of the Hill. Zugzwang, Battery, and Greek Gift, are all
common terms used when describing the gameplay of this game. A strategy called the
Blackmar Diemer in this game can be played by playing (*) 1. d4 d5 2. e4 dxe4 3. Nc3 Nf6 4.
f3 exf3. This game had a series of tournaments called Pogchamps, in which famous Twitch
streamers competed against each other, while professionals in this game commentated. This
game has been analyzed by computers like Stockfish and AlphaZero. Elizabeth Harmon was
shown to be a prodigy in this game in the show the Queen’s Gambit. For 10 points, name this
game in which players have the option to move pieces like rooks, bishops, pawns, and queens.

ANSWER: chess



20. This man was made a naval commander by the Roman Senate in 43 BC. This man used
his fleet to rescue fugitives from proscription and occupied Siciliy to blockade the Italian
mainland. This man met with Octavian at Misenum to form a treaty which made him the
proconsul of Sicily and Sardinia. After this pact was violated, this man was defeated by (*)
Agrippa at the Battle of Naulochus. This man was defeated by Caesar earlier at Munda and
Lauro and fled with his father to Egypt after their defeat at Pharsalus. For 10 points, what man
was most likely named for being the sixth son of his father, Pompey the Great?

ANSWER: Sextus Pompey


